Super Pumped The Battle For Uber
Thank you categorically much for downloading super pumped the battle for
uber.Maybe you have knowledge that, people have see numerous period for their
favorite books similar to this super pumped the battle for uber, but stop
happening in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good book following a cup of coffee in the afternoon,
instead they juggled later some harmful virus inside their computer. super
pumped the battle for uber is user-friendly in our digital library an online
access to it is set as public so you can download it instantly. Our digital
library saves in multipart countries, allowing you to acquire the most less
latency times to download any of our books taking into account this one. Merely
said, the super pumped the battle for uber is universally compatible
subsequently any devices to read.
Super Pumped Mike Isaac 2020-09 Backed by billions in venture capital dollars
and led by Travis Kalanick, a brash and ambitious founder, Uber promised to
revolutionize the way we move people and goods through the world. But in June
2017, Uber's hard-charging CEO was ousted in a boardroom coup that capped a
brutal year for the transportation giant. What followed would become a
corporate cautionary tale about the perils of startup culture and a vivid
example of how blind worship of startup founders can go wildly wrong. Based on
hundreds of interviews with current and former Uber employees, along with
previously unpublished documents, Super Pumped presents a tale of the startup's
dramatic rise and fall in an era of rapid upheaval in Silicon Valley
The Violin Conspiracy Brendan Slocumb 2022-02-01 GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB
PICK! • Ray McMillian is a Black classical musician on the rise—undeterred by
the pressure and prejudice of the classical music world—when a shocking theft
sends him on a desperate quest to recover his great-great-grandfather’s
heirloom violin on the eve of the most prestigious musical competition in the
world. “I loved The Violin Conspiracy for exactly the same reasons I loved The
Queen’s Gambit: a surprising, beautifully rendered underdog hero I cared about
deeply and a fascinating, cutthroat world I knew nothing about—in this case,
classical music.” —Chris Bohjalian, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The
Flight Attendant and Hour of the Witch Growing up Black in rural North
Carolina, Ray McMillian’s life is already mapped out. But Ray has a gift and a
dream—he’s determined to become a world-class professional violinist, and
nothing will stand in his way. Not his mother, who wants him to stop making
such a racket; not the fact that he can’t afford a violin suitable to his
talents; not even the racism inherent in the world of classical music. When he
discovers that his beat-up, family fiddle is actually a priceless Stradivarius,
all his dreams suddenly seem within reach, and together, Ray and his violin
take the world by storm. But on the eve of the renowned and cutthroat
Tchaikovsky Competition—the Olympics of classical music—the violin is stolen, a
ransom note for five million dollars left in its place. Without it, Ray feels
like he's lost a piece of himself. As the competition approaches, Ray must not
only reclaim his precious violin, but prove to himself—and the world—that no
matter the outcome, there has always been a truly great musician within him.
Hatching Twitter Nick Bilton 2014-09-30 The dramatic, unlikely story behind the
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founding of Twitter, by New York Times bestselling author and Vanity Fair
special correspondent The San Francisco-based technology company Twitter has
become a powerful force in less than ten years. Today it’s everything from a
tool for fighting political oppression in the Middle East to a marketing musthave to the world’s living room during live TV events to President Trump’s
preferred method of communication. It has hundreds of millions of active users
all over the world. But few people know that it nearly fell to pieces early on.
In this rousing history that reads like a novel, Hatching Twitter takes readers
behind the scenes of Twitter’s early exponential growth, following the four
hackers—Ev Williams, Jack Dorsey, Biz Stone, and Noah Glass, who created the
cultural juggernaut practically by accident. It’s a drama of betrayed
friendships and high-stakes power struggles over money, influence, and control
over a company that was growing faster than they could ever imagine. Drawing on
hundreds of sources, documents, and internal e-mails, Bilton offers a rarelyseen glimpse of the inner workings of technology startups, venture capital, and
Silicon Valley culture.
The Cult of We Eliot Brown 2021 Why did so many intelligent people-from venture
capitalists to Wall Street elite-fall for the hype? And how did WeWork go so
wrong? In little more than a decade, Neumann transformed himself from a
struggling baby clothes salesman into the charismatic, hard-partying CEO of a
company worth $47 billion-on paper. With his long hair and feel-good mantras,
the six-foot-five Israeli transplant looked the part of a messianic truth
teller. Investors swooned, and billions poured in. Neumann dined with the CEOs
of JPMorgan and Goldman Sachs, entertaining a parade of power brokers desperate
to get a slice of what he was selling: the country's most valuable startup, a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity and a generation-defining moment. Soon, however,
WeWork was burning through cash faster than Neumann could bring it in. From his
private jet, sometimes clouded with marijuana smoke, he scoured the globe for
more capital. Then, as WeWork readied a Hail Mary IPO, it all fell apart. .
Buy Now, Pay Later Jonathan Shapiro 2021-08-03 The fascinating behind the
scenes story of the brash Aussie technology start up that changed the way a
whole generation around the world does their shopping. Millennials love it.
Amateur investors made millions out of it, and its founders became
billionaires. But professional investors steered clear, regarding it as overvalued. In a few short years, the Australian startup Afterpay has put a rocket
under consumer finance and birthed a global industry. It pioneered the fourpayments model that allows customers to bypass credit cards for online shopping
and budgeting, with the cost borne by the retailer. Just five years after it
was founded, Afterpay had changed the way a generation went shopping, how
brands from big banks to fashion labels win customers, and how institutions
value companies. Buy Now, Pay Later recounts the dramatic behind-the-scenes
story of the founding and rise of Afterpay. It reveals the network of business
and personal relationships that enabled the company to finance its speedy
growth and the manoeuvring that enabled it to escape regulation for years, as
well as the near-death experiences and rising concern that it is getting young
people hooked on debt. Drawing on years of on-the-ground reporting and
interviews with key figures involved in their rollercoaster ride, this is the
Afterpay story told in full for the first time. Jonathan Shapiro and James
Eyers report on banking and finance at The Australian Financial Review. 'A
gripping success story with a colourful Sydney cast, a story of innovation,
courage, lucky breaks and above all family.' - Malcolm Turnbull, former Prime
Minister of Australia 'Shapiro and Eyers tell the entertaining and illuminating
story of how Afterpay emerged as a global, online-retailing power in a few
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short years.' - Gregory Zuckerman, The Wall Street Journal 'Well written and
well worth reading.' - David Gonski AC, company director 'A fascinating read of
the journey behind one of the biggest Australian entrepreneurial successes of
our time!' - Jane Lu, CEO and founder, Showpo
Summary of Mike Isaac's Super Pumped Milkyway Media 2021-07-22 Buy now to get
the main key ideas from Mike Isaac's Super Pumped Super Pumped: The Battle for
Uber (2019) covers the events between the founding of Uber and the ousting of
its hard-driving CEO, Travis Kalanick. Based on hundreds of interviews with
current and former Uber employees, as well as previously disclosed documents,
New York Times reporter Mike Isaac reveals the details behind the dramatic rise
and fall of Uber. Uber was described by the media as “fast-growing,”
“pugnacious,” and a “juggernaut.” Thousands of young engineers believed landing
a job at Uber meant realizing their dreams of tech riches. Twelve-hour workdays
and a nonexistent social life became things to be celebrated, the markers of
the “hustle culture” and “super pumped-ness” that Kalanick embodied. Many
believed that tech founders were remaking the world – making it smarter and
more efficient. However, the world of uninhibited technological progress soon
came to a screeching halt, and so did Kalanick’s days at Uber.
Supertrends Lars Tvede 2010-05-25 The 2008-2009 market meltdown and house price
collapse has reset the credit and property cycles, and smart investors are now
looking for the upside. But Where Will the Next Bull Runs Come From, and How
Can Investors Take Advantage? The world is now facing staggering change,
including exponential performance growth in many technologies. We can expect
computers that are smarter than people, self-driven cars and a truly
intelligent Internet. We are also facing a biotechnological revolution enabling
personalized medicine, fourth generation biofuels, radical extension of human
life expectancy, exponential growth in farm yields, and even the recreation of
extinct species. Furthermore, our energy sector is facing a complete
transformation which will eventually make our energy supply limitless.
Meanwhile, our population will grow, age and urbanize, and - largely due to
emerging market growth – global purchasing power will have quadrupled by 2050.
What will this mean for commodity prices, the environment and growth sectors
such as real estate, global finance and luxury? Supertrends explains not only
what will happen, but also how and why. Having himself run several hugely
profitable funds through seeking out long term opportunities and having set up
and sold several award winning technology and new media companies, author Lars
Tvede shows readers how to identify and profit from the investment
opportunities of the future. If you need to be prepared for the rest of your
life, this is the book for you.
Culture Renovation: 18 Leadership Actions to Build an Unshakeable Company Kevin
Oakes 2021-01-12 Seize and expand the competitive edge with a smart, wellmanaged culture “renovation” Most business leaders understand the power of a
dynamic, positive culture—but almost every effort to change culture fails. Why?
The approach is often all wrong. Rather than attempt to “transform” a new
culture from the ground up, leaders need to instead spearhead a culture
renovation. It’s all about keeping what works, changing what needs to be
changed, and ensuring proper care and maintenance—much like refurbishing and
living in a beautiful historic home and improving its overall value. In Culture
Renovation, the head of the world’s leading HR research firm—the Institute for
Corporate Productivity (i4cp)—Kevin Oakes provides tangible, tactical insights
drawn from a robust data set and informed by CEOs and HR leaders at many of the
world’s top companies. You’ll find everything you need to rebuild your
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corporate culture with care and expertise, including: Three phases and detailed
action steps for architecting the change you want to see Practical insights and
examples from T-Mobile, Microsoft, 3M, and other top companies The traits of a
healthy corporate culture Proven talent practices to maintain your new culture
for long-term success Oakes identifies 18 proven leadership actions for turning
any culture into an agile, resilient, and innovative high-performance
organization. You’ll learn how to best understand the culture in place today
and set a new cultural path for decades to come; develop a co-creation mindset;
identify influencers and blockers; ferret out skeptics and non-believers;
measure, monitor, and report progress; and implement “next practices” in talent
strategies to sustain the renovation. Culture Renovation delivers everything
you need to plan, build, and maintain a corporate culture that drives profits,
growth, and business sustainability now and well into the future.
The Devil's Playbook Lauren Etter 2021 NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS' CHOICE - Big
Tobacco meets Silicon Valley in this "deeply reported and illuminating" (The
New York Times Book Review) corporate exposé of what happened when two of the
most notorious industries collided--and the vaping epidemic was born. "The best
business book I've read since Bad Blood."--Jonathan Eig, New York Times
bestselling author of Ali: A Life Howard Willard lusted after Juul. As the CEO
of tobacco giant Philip Morris's parent company and a veteran of the industry's
long fight to avoid being regulated out of existence, he grew obsessed with a
prize he believed could save his company--the e-cigarette, a product with all
the addictive upside of the original without the same apparent health risks and
bad press. Meanwhile, in Silicon Valley, Adam Bowen and James Monsees began
working on a device that was meant to save lives and destroy Big Tobacco, but
they ended up baking the industry's DNA into their invention's science and
marketing. Ultimately, Juul's e-cigarette was so effective and so marketdominating that it put the company on a collision course with Philip Morris and
sparked one of the most explosive public health crises in recent memory. In a
deeply reported account, award-winning journalist Lauren Etter tells a riveting
story of greed and deception in one of the biggest botched deals in business
history. Etter shows how Philip Morris's struggle to innovate left Willard
desperate to acquire Juul, even as his own team sounded alarms about the
startup's reliance on underage customers. And she shows how Juul's executives
negotiated a lavish deal that let them pocket the lion's share of Philip
Morris's $12.8 billion investment while government regulators and furious
parents mounted a campaign to hold the company's feet to the fire. The Devil's
Playbook is the inside story of how Juul's embodiment of Silicon Valley's "move
fast and break things" ethos wrought havoc on American health, and how a
beleaguered tobacco company was seduced by the promise of a new generation of
addicted customers. With both companies' eyes on the financial prize, neither
anticipated the sudden outbreak of vaping-linked deaths that would terrorize a
nation, crater Juul's value, end Willard's career, and show the costs in human
life of the rush to riches--while Juul's founders, board members, and employees
walked away with a windfall.
The Airbnb Story Leigh Gallagher 2017-02-14 “An engrossing story of audacious
entrepreneurism and big-industry disruption, [this] is a tale for our times.”
—Charles Duhigg, author of Smarter Faster Better An investigative look into a
beloved, disruptive, notorious start-up This is the remarkable behind-thescenes story of the creation and growth of Airbnb, the online lodging platform
that is now the largest provider of accommodations in the world. At first just
the wacky idea of cofounders Brian Chesky, Joe Gebbia, and Nathan Blecharczyk,
Airbnb has become indispensable to millions of hosts and travelers around the
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world. Fortune editor Leigh Gallagher presents the first nuanced, in-depth look
at the Airbnb phenomenon—the successes and controversies alike—and takes us
behind the scenes as the company’s young CEO steers into increasingly uncharted
waters. “A fast-paced, fun dive into one of the seminal firms of our time;
through the tale of Airbnb, Leigh Gallagher shows us how the sharing economy
can be a force for emotional connection—as well as for social and business
disruption.” —Rana Foroohar, Financial Times columnist and CNN global economic
analyst
Super Pumped Mike Isaac 2019 A New York Times technology correspondent presents
the dramatic rise and fall of Uber, set against the rapid upheaval in Silicon
Valley during the mobile era. In June 2017, Travis Kalanick, the hard-charging
CEO of Uber, was ousted in a boardroom coup that capped a brutal year for the
transportation giant. Uber had catapulted to the top of the tech world yet for
many came to symbolize everything wrong with Silicon Valley. In the tradition
of Brad Stone's Everything Store and John Carreyrou's Bad Blood, award-winning
investigative reporter Mike Isaac's Super Pumped delivers a gripping account of
Uber's rapid rise, its pitched battles with taxi unions and drivers, the
company's toxic internal culture and the bare-knuckle tactics it devised to
overcome obstacles in its quest for dominance. Based on hundreds of interviews
with current and former Uber employees, along with previously unpublished
documents, Super Pumped is a page-turning story of ambition and deception,
obscene wealth and bad behavior, that explores how blistering technological and
financial innovation culminated in one of the most catastrophic twelve-month
periods in American corporate history.
Searching for Peace Ehud Olmert 2022-03-15 A revealing memoir by the Israeli
leader who almost made peace with the Palestinians Written almost entirely from
inside a prison cell, Searching for Peace is the compelling memoir of former
Israeli prime minister Ehud Olmert. The child of parents who were members of
the Irgun, the paramilitary group that fought for the establishment of Israel,
Olmert became the youngest member of the Israeli Knesset in 1973, serving in
the right-wing Likud party. He rose quickly in the party, serving in national
government before being elected mayor of Jerusalem in 1993. As mayor he
overcame decades of municipal malaise, inertia, and waves of terror attacks to
bring huge improvements in the city’s infrastructure, education, and welfare.
Although a child of the Israeli right, it was during his mayoralty that he
realized the inevitability of compromise and the need to divide the city in any
future peace agreement with the Palestinians. Olmert rejoined the national
government in 2003 as a top aide to then-Prime Minister Ariel Sharon. After
Sharon suffered a debilitating stroke in 2006, Olmert took over as acting prime
minister, then led Sharon’s new centrist party Kadima to victory in elections.
Heading a coalition government, Olmert led Israel through the war with Lebanon
in July 2006 and approved the dramatic strike on Syria’s nuclear reactor the
following year. From late 2006 through 2008, Olmert engaged in some three dozen
negotiations with Palestinian leader Mahmoud Abbas. The talks, Olmert says,
came “within a hair’s breadth” of reaching a comprehensive peace deal. At the
same time, Olmert was fighting allegations that he had illegally accepted large
sums of money from a well-connected American businessman. He was acquitted of
all but a minor charge against him, but in 2014 he was convicted on charges of
taking $15,000 in bribes involving the construction of an industrial park while
he served as Minister of Industry and Trade. He served 16 months in prison,
using his time to write these memoirs. Searching for Peace offers a riveting
political story and an unparalleled window into Israeli history, peacemaking,
politics, U.S.-Israel relations, and the future of the Middle East.
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Connecting the Dots John Chambers 2018-09-25 Silicon Valley visionary John
Chambers shares the lessons that transformed a dyslexic kid from West Virginia
into one of the world's best business leaders and turned a simple router
company into a global tech titan. When Chambers joined Cisco in 1991, it was a
company with 400 employees, a single product, and about $70 million in revenue.
When he stepped down as CEO in 2015, he left a $47 billion tech giant that was
the backbone of the internet and a leader in areas from cybersecurity to data
center convergence. Along the way, he had acquired 180 companies and turned
more than 10,000 employees into millionaires. Widely recognized as an
innovator, an industry leader, and one of the world's best CEOs, Chambers has
outlasted and outmaneuvered practically every rival that ever tried to take
Cisco on--Nortel, Lucent, Alcatel, IBM, Dell, and Hewlett-Packard, to name a
few. Now Chambers is sharing his unique strategies for winning in a digital
world. From his early lessons and struggles with dyslexia in West Virginia to
his bold bets and battles with some of the biggest names in tech, Chambers
gives readers a playbook on how to act before the market shifts, tap customers
for strategy, partner for growth, build teams, and disrupt themselves. He also
adapted those lessons to transform government, helping global leaders like
French President Emmanuel Macron and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi to
create new models for growth. As CEO of JC2 Ventures, he's now investing in a
new generation of game-changing startups by helping founders become great
leaders and scale their companies. Connecting the Dots is destined to become a
business classic, providing hard-won insights and critical tools to thrive
during the accelerating disruption of the digital age.
Trailblazer Marc Benioff 2019-10-15 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The founder and
co-CEO of Salesforce delivers an inspiring vision for successful companies of
the future—in which changing the world is everyone’s business. “The gold
standard on how to use business as a platform for change at this urgent
time.”—Ray Dalio, founder of Bridgewater Associates and author of Principles:
Life and Work What’s the secret to business growth and innovation and a
purpose-driven career in a world that is becoming vastly more complicated by
the day? According to Marc Benioff, the answer is embracing a culture in which
your values permeate everything you do. In Trailblazer, Benioff gives readers a
rare behind-the-scenes look at the inner workings of one of the world’s most
admired companies. He reveals how Salesforce’s core values—trust, customer
success, innovation, and equality—and commitment to giving back have become the
company’s greatest competitive advantage and the most powerful engine of its
success. Because no matter what business you’re in, Benioff says, values are
the bedrock of a resilient company culture that inspires all employees, at
every level, to do the best work of their lives. Along the way, he shares
insights and best practices for anyone who wants to cultivate a company culture
positioned to thrive in the face of the inevitable disruption ahead. None of us
in the business world can afford to sit on the sidelines and ignore what’s
going on outside the walls of our workplaces. In the future, profits and
progress will no longer be sustainable unless they serve the greater good.
Whether you run a company, lead a small team, or have just draped an ID badge
around your neck for the first time, Trailblazer reveals how anyone can become
an agent of change. Praise for Trailblazer “A guide for what every business and
organization must do to thrive in this period of profound political and
economic change.”—Jamie Dimon, chairman and CEO of JPMorgan Chase “In
Trailblazer, Benioff explores how companies can nurture a values-based culture
to become powerful platforms for change.”—Susan Wojcicki, CEO of YouTube
Information Wars Richard Stengel 2019-10-08 A “well-told” insider account of
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the State Department’s twenty-first-century struggle to defend America against
malicious propaganda and disinformation (The Washington Post). Disinformation
is nothing new. When Satan told Eve nothing would happen if she bit the apple,
that was disinformation. But today, social media has made disinformation even
more pervasive and pernicious. In a disturbing turn of events, authoritarian
governments are increasingly using it to create their own false narratives, and
democracies are proving not to be very good at fighting it. During the final
three years of the Obama administration, Richard Stengel, former editor of
Time, was an Under Secretary of State on the front lines of this new global
information war—tasked with unpacking, disproving, and combating both ISIS’s
messaging and Russian disinformation. Then, during the 2016 election, Stengel
watched as Donald Trump used disinformation himself. In fact, Stengel quickly
came to see how all three had used the same playbook: ISIS sought to make Islam
great again; Putin tried to make Russia great again; and we know the rest. In
Information Wars, Stengel moves through Russia and Ukraine, Saudi Arabia and
Iraq, and introduces characters from Putin to Hillary Clinton, John Kerry, and
Mohamed bin Salman, to show how disinformation is impacting our global society.
He illustrates how ISIS terrorized the world using social media, and how the
Russians launched a tsunami of disinformation around the annexation of Crimea—a
scheme that would became a model for future endeavors. An urgent book for our
times, now with a new preface from the author, Information Wars challenges us
to combat this ever-growing threat to democracy. “[A] refreshingly frank
account . . . revealing.” —Kirkus Reviews “This sobering book is indeed needed
to help individuals better understand how information can be massaged to
produce any sort of message desired.” —Library Journal
Super Pumped: The Battle for Uber Mike Isaac 2019-09-03 Named one of the best
books of the year by NPR, Fortune, Bloomberg, Sunday Times A New York Times
Book Review Editor’s Choice “If you want to understand modern-day Silicon
Valley, you need to read this book.” —John Carreyrou, New York Times bestselling author of Bad Blood Hailed as the definitive book on Uber and Silicon
Valley, Super Pumped is an epic story of ambition and deception, obscene
wealth, and bad behavior that explores how blistering technological and
financial innovation culminated in one of the most catastrophic twelve-month
periods in American corporate history. Backed by billions in venture capital
dollars and led by a brash and ambitious founder, Uber promised to
revolutionize the way we move people and goods through the world. What followed
would become a corporate cautionary tale about the perils of startup culture
and a vivid example of how blind worship of startup founders can go wildly
wrong.
Troublemakers Leslie Berlin 2017-11-07 Acclaimed historian Leslie Berlin’s
“deeply researched and dramatic narrative of Silicon Valley’s early years…is a
meticulously told…compelling history” (The New York Times) of the men and women
who chased innovation, and ended up changing the world. Troublemakers is the
gripping tale of seven exceptional men and women, pioneers of Silicon Valley in
the 1970s and early 1980s. Together, they worked across generations,
industries, and companies to bring technology from Pentagon offices and
university laboratories to the rest of us. In doing so, they changed the world.
“In this vigorous account…a sturdy, skillfully constructed work” (Kirkus
Reviews), historian Leslie Berlin introduces the people and stories behind the
birth of the Internet and the microprocessor, as well as Apple, Atari,
Genentech, Xerox PARC, ROLM, ASK, and the iconic venture capital firms Sequoia
Capital and Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers. In the space of only seven years,
five major industries—personal computing, video games, biotechnology, modern
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venture capital, and advanced semiconductor logic—were born. “There is much to
learn from Berlin’s account, particularly that Silicon Valley has long provided
the backdrop where technology, elite education, institutional capital, and
entrepreneurship collide with incredible force” (The Christian Science
Monitor). Featured among well-known Silicon Valley innovators are Mike
Markkula, the underappreciated chairman of Apple who owned one-third of the
company; Bob Taylor, who masterminded the personal computer; software
entrepreneur Sandra Kurtzig, the first woman to take a technology company
public; Bob Swanson, the cofounder of Genentech; Al Alcorn, the Atari engineer
behind the first successful video game; Fawn Alvarez, who rose from the factory
line to the executive suite; and Niels Reimers, the Stanford administrator who
changed how university innovations reach the public. Together, these
troublemakers rewrote the rules and invented the future.
Billion Dollar Loser Reeves Wiedeman 2020-10-20 A Wall Street Journal Business
Bestseller: This "vivid" inside story of WeWork and its CEO tells the
remarkable saga of one of the most audacious, and improbable, rises and falls
in American business history (Ken Auletta). Christened a potential savior of
Silicon Valley's startup culture, Adam Neumann was set to take WeWork, his
office share company disrupting the commercial real estate market, public, cash
out on the company's forty-seven billion dollar valuation, and break the string
of major startups unable to deliver to shareholders. But as employees knew, and
investors soon found out, WeWork's capital was built on promises that the
company was more than a real estate purveyor, that in fact it was a
transformational technology company. Veteran journalist Reeves Weideman dives
deep into WeWork and it CEO's astronomical rise, from the marijuana and
tequila-filled board rooms to cult-like company summer camps and consciousnessraising with Anthony Kiedis. Billion Dollar Loser is a character-driven
business narrative that captures, through the fascinating psyche of a
billionaire founder and his wife and co-founder, the slippery state of global
capitalism. A Wall Street Journal Business Bestseller “Vivid, carefully
reported drama that readers will gulp down as if it were a fast-paced novel”
(Ken Auletta)
The CIA UFO Papers Dan Wright 2019 "A chronological collection of CIA
documents, spanning the years 1949 to 2000, relevant to UFO research"-Black Edge Sheelah Kolhatkar 2017-02-07 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A riveting,
true-life legal thriller about the government’s pursuit of billionaire hedge
fund manager Steven Cohen and his employees at SAC Capital—a revelatory look at
the power and wealth of Wall Street ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR—The New
York Times and The Economist • “An essential exposé of our times—a work that
reveals the deep rot in our financial system . . . Everyone should read this
book.”—David Grann, author of Killers of the Flower Moon Steven A. Cohen
changed Wall Street. He and his fellow pioneers of the hedge fund industry
didn’t lay railroads, build factories, or invent new technologies. Rather, they
made their billions through financial speculation, by placing bets in the
market that turned out to be right more often than not. Cohen was revered as
one of the greatest traders who ever lived. But that image was shattered when
his fund, SAC Capital, became the target of a seven-year government
investigation. Prosecutors labeled SAC a “magnet for market cheaters” whose
culture encouraged the relentless pursuit of “edge”—and even “black edge,”
which is inside information—and the firm was ultimately indicted and pleaded
guilty to charges related to a vast insider trading scheme. Cohen, himself,
however, was never charged. Black Edge raises urgent and troubling questions
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about those who sit at the pinnacle of high finance and how they have reshaped
the economy. Finalist for the New York Public Library’s Helen Bernstein Book
Award for Excellence in Journalism • Longlisted for the Andrew Carnegie Medal
for Excellence in Nonfiction and the Financial Times and McKinsey Business Book
of the Year Award
That Will Never Work Marc Randolph 2019-09-17 In the tradition of Phil Knight's
Shoe Dog comes the incredible untold story of how Netflix went from concept to
company-all revealed by co-founder and first CEO Marc Randolph. Once upon a
time, brick-and-mortar video stores were king. Late fees were ubiquitous,
video-streaming unheard was of, and widespread DVD adoption seemed about as
imminent as flying cars. Indeed, these were the widely accepted laws of the
land in 1997, when Marc Randolph had an idea. It was a simple
thought—leveraging the internet to rent movies—and was just one of many more
and far worse proposals, like personalized baseball bats and a shampoo delivery
service, that Randolph would pitch to his business partner, Reed Hastings, on
their commute to work each morning. But Hastings was intrigued, and the
pair—with Hastings as the primary investor and Randolph as the CEO—founded a
company. Now with over 150 million subscribers, Netflix's triumph feels
inevitable, but the twenty first century's most disruptive start up began with
few believers and calamity at every turn. From having to pitch his own mother
on being an early investor, to the motel conference room that served as a first
office, to server crashes on launch day, to the now-infamous meeting when
Netflix brass pitched Blockbuster to acquire them, Marc Randolph's
transformational journey exemplifies how anyone with grit, gut instincts, and
determination can change the world—even with an idea that many think will never
work. What emerges, though, isn't just the inside story of one of the world's
most iconic companies. Full of counter-intuitive concepts and written in bingeworthy prose, it answers some of our most fundamental questions about taking
that leap of faith in business or in life: How do you begin? How do you weather
disappointment and failure? How do you deal with success? What even is success?
From idea generation to team building to knowing when it's time to let go, That
Will Never Work is not only the ultimate follow-your-dreams parable, but also
one of the most dramatic and insightful entrepreneurial stories of our time.
The Founders Jimmy Soni 2022-02-22 National Bestseller * New York Times
Editors’ Choice * Financial Times “Books to Read in 2022” “A gripping account
of PayPal’s origins and a vivid portrait of the geeks and contrarians who made
its meteoric rise possible” (The Wall Street Journal)—including Elon Musk, Amy
Rowe Klement, Peter Thiel, Julie Anderson, Max Levchin, Reid Hoffman, and many
others whose stories have never been shared. Today, PayPal’s founders and
earliest employees are considered the technology industry’s most powerful
network. Since leaving PayPal, they have formed, funded, and advised the
leading companies of our era, including Tesla, Facebook, YouTube, SpaceX, Yelp,
Palantir, and LinkedIn, among many others. As a group, they have driven twentyfirst-century innovation and entrepreneurship. Their names stir passions;
they’re as controversial as they are admired. Yet for all their influence, the
story of where they first started has gone largely untold. Before igniting the
commercial space race or jumpstarting social media’s rise, they were the
unknown creators of a scrappy online payments start-up called PayPal. In
building what became one of the world’s foremost companies, they faced bruising
competition, internal strife, the emergence of widespread online fraud, and the
devastating dot-com bust of the 2000s. Their success was anything but certain.
In The Founders: The Story of PayPal and the Entrepreneurs Who Shaped Silicon
Valley, award-winning author and biographer Jimmy Soni explores PayPal’s
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turbulent early days. With hundreds of interviews and unprecedented access to
thousands of pages of internal material, he shows how the seeds of so much of
what shapes our world today—fast-scaling digital start-ups, cashless currency
concepts, mobile money transfer—were planted two decades ago. He also reveals
the stories of countless individuals who were left out of the front-page
features and banner headlines but who were central to PayPal’s success.
Described as “an intensely magnetic chronicle” (The New York Times) and
“engrossing” (Business Insider), The Founders is a story of iteration and
inventiveness—the products of which have cast a long and powerful shadow over
modern life. This narrative illustrates how this rare assemblage of talent came
to work together and how their collaboration changed our world forever.
Summary of Mike Isaac's Super Pumped Summary Genie 2020-05 Overview and
Analysis of Summary of Mike Isaac's Super Pumped by Summary Genie.In this book,
you will find: -Chapter by Chapter Analysis-Background information about the
book-Background information about the author-Trivia QuestionsAnd More!Download
and Start Reading Immediately!Note: This is an unofficial companion guide
toMike Isaac's "Super Pumped" It is meant to enhance your reading experience
and is not the original book.
Tim Cook Leander Kahney 2019-04-16 Journalist Leander Kahney reveals how CEO
Tim Cook has led Apple to astronomical success after the death of Steve Jobs in
2011. The death of Steve Jobs left a gaping void at one of the most innovative
companies of all time. Jobs wasn't merely Apple's iconic founder and CEO; he
was the living embodiment of a global megabrand. It was hard to imagine that
anyone could fill his shoes--especially not Tim Cook, the intensely private
executive who many thought of as Apple's "operations drone." But seven years
later, as journalist Leander Kahney reveals in this definitive book, things at
Apple couldn't be better. Its stock has nearly tripled, making it the world's
first trillion dollar company. Under Cook's principled leadership, Apple is
pushing hard into renewable energy, labor and environmentally-friendly supply
chains, user privacy, and highly-recyclable products. From the massive growth
of the iPhone to lesser-known victories like the Apple Watch, Cook is leading
Apple to a new era of success. Drawing on access with several Apple insiders,
Kahney tells the inspiring story of how one man attempted to replace someone
irreplaceable, and--through strong, humane leadership, supply chain savvy, and
a commitment to his values--succeeded more than anyone had thought possible.
Book Journal Vooyc Media 2019-11-27 A COMPANION JOURNAL! So you're reading
"Super Pumped"! Great, because having a book journal with you will have its
many benefits. In such a fast-past world, there's something to be said about
actually keeping a book journal and writing on it. When you're reading a book,
it isn't just enough to read and highlight without taking certain notes, which
is exactly what the purpose of this "Super Pumped" book journal is. 3 reasons
why you would need this book journal: It helps you remember the plot of a story
or what a book is about It gives you space to take note of your thoughts on a
certain passage of a book You can organize every aspect about the book in
complete organization 4 main features of using this "Super Pumped" book
journal: You can always go back to it when you forget what a book is about. You
don't have to re-read an entire book just to summarize it. All your needed
details are in your journal. You can be creative with it as you please.
Physical benefits of keeping a book journal: It's aesthetically pleasing to
look at. Organizes your thoughts and your feelings on a certain book. It's not
expensive to have. It's convenient and it isn't bulky to bring with you.
Writing on paper helps you remember things. In general, a lot of people would
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find that having a book journal with them is very handy and useful. In
forgetting details after writing a book, you don't have to feel bad about this.
You'd be surprised how many writers and authors use book journals just to keep
a record of their thoughts and details of the book they read. In using a book
journal, you can be sentimental in going back to a book you loved reading and
keeping all the significant details all to yourself. A book journal can also be
useful for when you have to summarize a book for a book report at school to
help gather all your needed information. Basically, it really doesn't matter if
you're a reader because a book journal is for everyone. In addition, I'm sure
there are moments where you've read a book that you've loved so much and the
sequel came a year after, and you forgot the entire story of the book. With
this book journal you no longer have to go through the hassle of re-reading it
again. This is where book journals would be so helpful. It's also a great tool
to have to contribute to social media posts, blogs, podcasts, book reviews,
book clubs, or just conversations with friends! This book journal helps you
take notes of important details of "Super Pumped". To have the ability to
remember the plot of the story, have a space to write your thoughts on "Super
Pumped", and have a way to summarize this book in your own words, scroll to the
top and click or tap "Buy Now". Whether you want to write a quote from "Super
Pumped", your thoughts on a specific scene, the plot summary, or you just want
to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of "Super Pumped" and compare it to
another book of the same genre, this journal is for you!
Facebook Steven Levy 2021-02-02 One of the Best Technology Books of
2020—Financial Times “Levy’s all-access Facebook reflects the reputational swan
dive of its subject. . . . The result is evenhanded and devastating.”—San
Francisco Chronicle “[Levy’s] evenhanded conclusions are still damning.”—Reason
“[He] doesn’t shy from asking the tough questions.”—The Washington Post
“Reminds you the HBO show Silicon Valley did not have to reach far for its
satire.”—NPR.org The definitive history, packed with untold stories, of one of
America’s most controversial and powerful companies: Facebook As a college
sophomore, Mark Zuckerberg created a simple website to serve as a campus social
network. Today, Facebook is nearly unrecognizable from its first, modest
iteration. In light of recent controversies surrounding election-influencing
“fake news” accounts, the handling of its users’ personal data, and growing
discontent with the actions of its founder and CEO—who has enormous power over
what the world sees and says—never has a company been more central to the
national conversation. Millions of words have been written about Facebook, but
no one has told the complete story, documenting its ascendancy and missteps.
There is no denying the power and omnipresence of Facebook in American daily
life, or the imperative of this book to document the unchecked power and
shocking techniques of the company, from growing at all costs to outmaneuvering
its biggest rivals to acquire WhatsApp and Instagram, to developing a platform
so addictive even some of its own are now beginning to realize its dangers.
Based on hundreds of interviews from inside and outside Facebook, Levy’s
sweeping narrative of incredible entrepreneurial success and failure digs deep
into the whole story of the company that has changed the world and reaped the
consequences.
Post Corona Scott Galloway 2020-11-24 New York Times bestseller! "Few are
better positioned to illuminate the vagaries of this transformation than
Galloway, a tech entrepreneur, author and professor at New York University’s
Stern School. In brisk prose and catchy illustrations, he vividly demonstrates
how the largest technology companies turned the crisis of the pandemic into the
market-share-grabbing opportunity of a lifetime." --The New York Times "As good
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an analysis as you could wish to read." --The Financial Times From bestselling
author and NYU Business School professor Scott Galloway comes a keenly
insightful, urgent analysis of who stands to win and who's at risk to lose in a
post-pandemic world The COVID-19 outbreak has turned bedrooms into offices,
pitted young against old, and widened the gaps between rich and poor, red and
blue, the mask wearers and the mask haters. Some businesses--like home exercise
company Peloton, video conference software maker Zoom, and Amazon--woke up to
find themselves crushed under an avalanche of consumer demand. Others--like the
restaurant, travel, hospitality, and live entertainment industries--scrambled
to escape obliteration. But as New York Times bestselling author Scott Galloway
argues, the pandemic has not been a change agent so much as an accelerant of
trends already well underway. In Post Corona, he outlines the contours of the
crisis and the opportunities that lie ahead. Some businesses, like the powerful
tech monopolies, will thrive as a result of the disruption. Other industries,
like higher education, will struggle to maintain a value proposition that no
longer makes sense when we can't stand shoulder to shoulder. And the pandemic
has accelerated deeper trends in government and society, exposing a widening
gap between our vision of America as a land of opportunity, and the troubling
realities of our declining wellbeing. Combining his signature humor and brash
style with sharp business insights and the occasional dose of righteous anger,
Galloway offers both warning and hope in equal measure. As he writes, "Our
commonwealth didn't just happen, it was shaped. We chose this path--no trend is
permanent and can't be made worse or corrected."
The Upstarts Brad Stone 2017-01-31 ONE OF AMAZON'S BEST BOOKS OF 2017 A look
deep inside the new Silicon Valley, from the New York Times bestselling author
of The Everything Store Ten years ago, the idea of getting into a stranger's
car, or a walking into a stranger's home, would have seemed bizarre and
dangerous, but today it's as common as ordering a book online. Uber and Airbnb
have ushered in a new era: redefining neighborhoods, challenging the way
governments regulate business, and changing the way we travel. In the spirit of
iconic Silicon Valley renegades like Steve Jobs and Bill Gates, another
generation of entrepreneurs is using technology to upend convention and disrupt
entire industries. These are the upstarts, idiosyncratic founders with
limitless drive and an abundance of self-confidence. Led by such visionaries as
Travis Kalanick of Uber and Brian Chesky of Airbnb, they are rewriting the
rules of business and often sidestepping serious ethical and legal obstacles in
the process. The Upstarts is the definitive story of two new titans of business
and a dawning age of tenacity, conflict and wealth. In Brad Stone's riveting
account of the most radical companies of the new Silicon Valley, we discover
how it all happened and what it took to change the world.
The Fixer Bradley Tusk 2018-09-18 The famed political advisor to Uber, FanDuel,
Lemonade, Tesla and other startups reveals what really happens at the
intersection of politics, tech and business Most new startups today are in
highly regulated industries with strong incumbents - transportation, hotels,
drones, energy, gaming, education, health care, cannabis, finance, liquor,
insurance. The more startups try to snatch a piece of the establishment's pie,
the more they risk running into a political wall. That's where Bradley Tusk
comes in. Described as "Silicon Valley's Political Savior" (Fast Company)
"Uber's Political Genius" (Vanity Fair) and "Silicon Valley's Favorite Fixer"
(TechCrunch) Tusk deploys the skills and knowledge he developed working with
Chuck Schumer, Michael Bloomberg, Rod Blagojevich, and other political and
business legends to help startups fight back. This book goes behind the scenes
on how he helped stop the taxi industry from killing Uber in its infancy, how
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he held insurance companies at bay while startup Lemonade launched in each
state, and how he helped online sports betting sites FanDuel and Draft Kings
escape the regulatory death grip casinos tried to put on them. As Tusk writes,
"Every new company is essentially a tech startup. And when you disrupt someone
in any industry, they don't say thank you. They punch you in the nose. These
are the lessons startups need to learn to punch back and survive the clutches
of politics." Combining a firsthand glimpse behind the curtain with tangible
advice for how any new venture can play the political game, THE FIXER is a
must-read for aspiring entrepreneurs.
Faux Queen Monique Jenkinson 2022-01-25 Faux Queen: A Life in Drag is the
memoir of a ballet-obsessed girl who moves to San Francisco from the suburbs
and finds her people at the drag club. It joyously chronicles Monique
Jenkinson’s creation of her drag persona Fauxnique, the people and cultural
practices that crash her identity into being, her journey through one of the
most experimental moments in queer cultural history, and her rise through the
nightlife underground to become the first cisgender woman crowned as a major
pageant-winning drag queen. Jenkinson finds authenticity through the glee of
drag artifice and articulation through the immediacy of performing bodies. She
pens a valentine to gay men and their culture while relaying the making of an
open-minded feminist and queer ally. Faux Queen finds deep healing in
irreverence and posits that it might be possible for us to come together in
fabulous difference on the dance floor.
Summary of Super Pumped: the Battle for Uber: Conversation Starters BookNation
2020-10-05 Super Pumped: The Battle for Uber by Mike Isaac: Conversation
Starters Super Pumped: The Battle for Uber is written by New York Times writer
Mike Isaac. The book is all about the history of Uber, which was founded by
Garrett Camp in 2009 as UberCab. Mike Isaac presented the tale of Uber; its'
rise and fall, such as its work, play hard culture. He also talked about the
scandals that were faced by the company. Super Pumped: The Battle for Uber was
published in September 2019 by W. W. Norton & Company. Mike Isaac has been
praised for his investigative and writing skills that are evident in the book.
A Brief Look Inside: EVERY GOOD BOOK CONTAINS A WORLD FAR DEEPER than the
surface of its pages. The characters and their world come alive, and the
characters and its world still live on. Conversation Starters is peppered with
questions designed to bring us beneath the surface of the page and invite us
into the world that lives on. These questions can be used to create hours of
conversation: *Foster a deeper understand of the book *Promote an atmosphere of
discussion for groups *Assist in the study of the book, either individually or
corporately *Explore unseen realms of the book as never seen before Disclaimer:
This book is an independent resource to supplement the original book and is
notaffiliated nor endorse by the original work in any way. If you have not yet
purchased a copy of the originalbook, please do before purchasing this
unofficial Conversation Starters. Download your copy now on sale Read it on
your PC, Mac, iOS or Android smartphone, tablet devices.
Rebels, Believers, Survivors Noel Malcolm 2020-07-10 Thanks to its half-century
under Communism, as well as its little-known language, Albania has suffered
from neglect and a sense of isolation. Yet, as this study helps to show, the
Albanian lands have a long history of interaction with others. They have been a
meeting-ground of Christianity and Islam; a channel through which Venice
connected with the Ottoman Balkans; a place of interest to the Habsburgs; and a
focus for the ambitions of neighbouring powers in the late Ottoman period.
Albanians themselves could have many different identities. The studies in this
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volume, by one of the world's leading experts on Albanian history, range from
the fifteenth century to the twentieth, taking in politics, social history,
religion and diplomacy. Each is based on original research; the longest, on Ali
Pasha, uses a wealth of manuscript material to tell, for the first time, the
full story of the vital role he played in the international politics of the
Napoleonic Wars. Other studies bring to life ordinary individuals hitherto
unknown to history: women hauled before the Inquisition, for example, or the
author of the first Albanian autobiography. Some of these studies have been
printed before (several in hard-to-find publications, and one only in
Albanian), but the greater part of this book appears here for the first time.
This is not only a landmark publication for readers interested in south-east
European history. It also engages with many broader issues, including religious
conversion, 'crypto-Christianity' among Muslims, methods of enslavement within
the Ottoman Empire, and the nature of modern myth-making about national
identity.
How to Think Politically James Bernard Murphy 2019-08-08 'A wonderful
introduction to history's most influential scribblers' – Steven Pinker What is
truly at stake in politics? Nothing less than how we should live, as
individuals and as communities. This book goes beyond the surface headlines,
the fake news and the hysteria to explore the timeless questions posed and
answers offered by a diverse group of the 30 greatest political thinkers who
have ever lived. Are we political, economic, or religious animals? Should we
live in small city-states, nations, or multinational empires? What values
should politics promote? Should wealth be owned privately or in common? Do
animals also have rights? There is no idea too radical for this global
assortment of thinkers, which includes: Confucius; Plato; Augustine;
Machiavelli; Burke; Wollstonecraft; Marx; Nietzsche; Gandhi; Qutb; Arendt;
Nussbaum, Naess and Rawls. In each brief chapter, the authors paint a vivid
portrait of these often prescient, always compelling political thinkers,
showing how their ideas grew out of their own dramatic lives and times and
evolved beyond them. Now more than ever we need to be reminded that politics
can be a noble, inspiring and civilising art. And if we want to understand
today's political world, we need to understand the foundations of politics and
its architects. This is the perfect guide to both.
The Beatles - Super Easy Songbook Beatles 2017-01-01 (Super Easy Songbook).
It's super easy! This series features accessible arrangements for piano, with
simple right-hand melody, letter names inside each note, and basic left-hand
chord diagrams. This edition includes 60 Beatles favorites: Across the Universe
* All You Need Is Love * Blackbird * Come Together * Eight Days a Week *
Eleanor Rigby * Get Back * Good Day Sunshine * A Hard Day's Night * Help! *
Here Comes the Sun * Hey Jude * I Saw Her Standing There * I Want to Hold Your
Hand * If I Fell * Let It Be * Michelle * Nowhere Man * Penny Lane * Revolution
* Something * Ticket to Ride * We Can Work It Out * Yesterday * and many more.
Wild Ride Adam Lashinsky 2017 "Traces the story of Uber's rapid growth from its
murky origins to its plans for expansion into radically different industries.
The company is fighting local competitors and lawmakers for markets around the
world; it has already faced riots and protests in cities like Paris, Rio de
Janeiro, and Mumbai. It fought, and lost, an expensive and grueling battle
against rival Didi in China. Uber has also poached entire departments from top
research universities in a push to build the first self-driving car and
possibly replace the very drivers it's worked so hard to recruit. Uber is in
the headlines every day, but so much about its past and its future plans are
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still unknown to the public"-How Venture Capital Works Phillip Ryan 2012-07-01 Explanations to the inner
workings of one of the least understood, but arguably most important, areas of
business finance is offered to readers in this engaging volume: venture
capital. Venture capitalists provide necessary investment to seed (or startup)
companies, but the startup is only the beginning, there is much more to be
explored. These savvy investors help guide young entrepreneurs, who likely have
little experience, to turn their businesses into the Googles, Facebooks, and
Groupons of the world. This book explains the often-complex methods venture
capitalists use to value companies and to get the most return on their
investments, or ROI. This book is a must-have for any reader interested in the
business world.
Modern Monopolies Alex Moazed 2016-05-31 What do Google, Snapchat, Tinder,
Amazon, and Uber have in common, besides soaring market share? They're
platforms - a new business model that has quietly become the only game in town,
creating vast fortunes for its founders while dominating everyone's daily life.
A platform, by definition, creates value by facilitating an exchange between
two or more interdependent groups. So, rather that making things, they simply
connect people. The Internet today is awash in platforms - Facebook is
responsible for nearly 25 percent of total Web visits, and the Google platform
crash in 2013 took about 40 percent of Internet traffic with it. Representing
the ten most trafficked sites in the U.S., platforms are also prominent over
the globe; in China, they hold the top eight spots in web traffic rankings. The
advent of mobile computing and its ubiquitous connectivity have forever altered
how we interact with each other, melding the digital and physical worlds and
blurring distinctions between "offline" and "online." These platform giants are
expanding their influence from the digital world to the whole economy. Yet, few
people truly grasp the radical structural shifts of the last ten years. In
Modern Monopolies, Alex Moazed and Nicholas L. Johnson tell the definitive
story of what has changed, what it means for businesses today, and how
managers, entrepreneurs, and business owners can adapt and thrive in this new
era.
Whistleblower Susan Fowler 2021-02-16 “A powerful illustration of the obstacles
our society continues to throw up in the paths of ambitious young women.” —The
New York Times Book Review “Important . . . empowering.” —Gayle King, CBS This
Morning "That [Fowler] became a whistle-blower and a pioneer of a social
movement almost seems inevitable once you get to know her. Uber should have
seen her coming.” —San Francisco Chronicle Named a Best Book of 2020 by NPR
Susan Fowler was just twenty-five years old when her blog post describing the
sexual harassment and retaliation she'd experienced at Uber riveted the nation.
Her post would eventually lead to the ousting of Uber's powerful CEO, but its
ripples extended far beyond that, as her courageous choice to attach her name
to the post inspired other women to speak publicly about their experiences. In
the year that followed, an unprecedented number of women came forward, and
Fowler was recognized by Time as one of the "Silence Breakers" who ignited the
#MeToo movement. Here, she shares her full story: a story of extraordinary
determination and resilience that reveals what it takes--and what it means--to
be a whistleblower. Long before she arrived at Uber, Fowler's life had been
defined by her refusal to accept her circumstances. She propelled herself from
an impoverished childhood with little formal education to the Ivy League, and
then to a coveted position at one of the most valuable companies in the history
of Silicon Valley. Each time she was mistreated, she fought back or found a way
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to reinvent herself; all she wanted was the opportunity to define her own
dreams and work to achieve them. But when she discovered Uber's pervasive
culture of sexism, racism, harassment, and abuse, and that the company would do
nothing about it, she knew she had to speak out—no matter what it cost her.
Whistleblower takes us deep inside this shockingly toxic workplace and reveals
new details about the aftermath of the blog post, in which Fowler was
investigated and followed, hacked and threatened, to the point that she feared
for her life. But even as it illuminates how the deck is stacked in favor of
the status quo, Fowler's story serves as a crucial reminder that we can take
our power back. Both moving personal narrative and rallying cry, Whistleblower
urges us to be the heroes of our own stories, and to keep fighting for a more
just and equitable world.
The Upstarts Brad Stone 2018-04-05 New York Times bestselling author of The
Everything Store Brad Stone takes us deep inside the new Silicon Valley. Ten
years ago, the idea of getting into a stranger's car, or walking into a
stranger's home, would have seemed bizarre and dangerous, but today it's as
common as ordering a book online. Uber and Airbnb are household names:
redefining neighbourhoods, challenging the way governments regulate business
and changing the way we travel. In the spirit of iconic Silicon Valley
renegades like Steve Jobs and Bill Gates, a new generation of entrepreneurs is
sparking yet another cultural upheaval through technology. They are among the
Upstarts, idiosyncratic founders with limitless drive and an abundance of selfconfidence. Young, hungry and brilliant, they are rewriting the traditional
rules of business, changing our day-to-day lives and often sidestepping serious
ethical and legal obstacles in the process. The Upstarts is the definitive
account of a dawning age of tenacity, creativity, conflict and wealth. In Brad
Stone's highly anticipated and riveting account of the most radical companies
of the new Silicon Valley, we find out how it all started, and how the world is
wildly different than it was ten years ago.
The Last Tycoons William D. Cohan 2007-04-03 A grand and revelatory portrait of
Wall Street’s most storied investment bank Wall Street investment banks move
trillions of dollars a year, make billions in fees, pay their executives in the
tens of millions of dollars. But even among the most powerful firms, Lazard
Frères & Co. stood apart. Discretion, secrecy, and subtle strategy were its
weapons of choice. For more than a century, the mystique and reputation of the
"Great Men" who worked there allowed the firm to garner unimaginable profits,
social cachet, and outsized influence in the halls of power. But in the
mid-1980s, their titanic egos started getting in the way, and the Great Men of
Lazard jeopardized all they had built. William D. Cohan, himself a former highlevel Wall Street banker, takes the reader into the mysterious and secretive
world of Lazard and presents a compelling portrait of Wall Street through the
tumultuous history of this exalted and fascinating company. Cohan deconstructs
the explosive feuds between Felix Rohatyn and Steve Rattner, superstar
investment bankers and pillars of New York society, and between the man who
controlled Lazard, the inscrutable French billionaire Michel David-Weill, and
his chosen successor, Bruce Wasserstein. Cohan follows Felix, the consummate
adviser, as he reshapes corporate America in the 1970s and 1980s, saves New
York City from bankruptcy, and positions himself in New York society and in
Washington. Felix’s dreams are dashed after the arrival of Steve, a formidable
and ambitious former newspaper reporter. By the mid-1990s, as Lazard neared its
150th anniversary, Steve and Felix were feuding openly. The internal strife
caused by their arguments could not be solved by the imperious Michel, whose
manipulative tendencies served only to exacerbate the trouble within the firm.
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Increasingly desperate, Michel took the unprecedented step of relinquishing
operational control of Lazard to one of the few Great Men still around, Bruce
Wasserstein, then fresh from selling his own M&A boutique, for $1.4 billion.
Bruce’s take: more than $600 million. But it turned out Great Man Bruce had
snookered Great Man Michel when the Frenchman was at his most vulnerable. The
LastTycoons is a tale of vaulting ambitions, whispered advice, worldly
mistresses, fabulous art collections, and enormous wealth—a story of high drama
in the world of high finance.
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